**Depiction of PROBE program**

**Traditional Close-Order Coarse Probe**

- POD_{pass1} = 60%, POD_{pass2} = 86.5%
- Estimated Time to Discovery = 111 min.
- Probers line up hands-on-hips, elbow-to-elbow, probes vertical
- Probe 1x: Center
- Use guidon cord (requires 2 add. rescuers)

9 probers — 6.75 m search strip

---

**Depiction of PROBE program**

**50 x 50 cm 3-Holes-Per-Step Coarse Probe**

- POD_{pass1} = 88%, POD_{pass2} = 99+%
- Estimated Time to Discovery = 112 min.
- Probers line up arms out, wrist-to-wrist, probes vertical
- Probe 3x: Left – Center – Right
- Use guidon cord (requires 2 add. rescuers)

5 probers — 7.0 m search strip